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‘There is no excuse for terrorism’ Netanyahu tells
the UN

By Anthony Bellchambers
Global Research, January 27, 2016
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In-depth Report: PALESTINE

In response to world condemnation of his decision to authorise yet more illegal houses for
Israelis on Palestinian land, Netanyahu strikes out against the severe criticism by the UN
Secretary General.

We agree about acts against civilian life. That is why the original terrorist act that murdered
92 people in the bombing of the King David Hotel in  Jerusalem in 1946 by Irgun Zvai Leumi,
the militant group to which a certain Benzion Netanyahu was closely associated, was such a
heinous act which tragically established
such a terrible precedent for the Middle East and the world.

The current Likud Party is the direct political successor of the Irgun terrorists of 1946.

It  is  unfortunate that certain traits appear to run in families,  particularly in respect of
political allegiances.
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